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To all those determined souls who want to make their

mark on the world 



PART ONE

Ten Years Before
Those who defy the great ruler will be reduced to nothing

more than ash.





F

Prologue
Nate

rom the first ember, he knows something is wrong.

He knows they’ll be in a lot of pain.

Blood stains the floor and tarnishes the black stone walls,
basking the room in his sin, his wrongdoing. Lucifer stands in
front of his son; small and innocent - unknowing. His eyes
register the terror that will, from that point on, ensue. He holds
a weapon in his hand: a gold, destructive, devilish blade,
steeped in blood. He smiles; his brown eyes blazed with
bloodthirsty tendencies. His wife is in his other hand, her
struggling body slightly off the ground, throat gripped in his
sturdy ape-like hands. His feet avoid the blazing flames,
dancing around them, careful. Careful but aggressive. Careful
and calculated. The flames circulate around him, shining a
small amount of light on his darkest parts; the parts he casts in
shadow, hiding from the world. Death reaches out to grip
Nate’s mother, holding her in place. Tightly. Like a destructive
hug. His mom’s eyes seemed to study him. Her breathing
ragged and uneven. Hanging above the bath of flames, his
mother id slowly lowered in. The metal melted in various
places around the rim. 

Lucifer’s body is lit by the bright, destructive flames
surrounding the three of them. The blaze burns, creating
destructive ashes which spiral, staining the ash-ridden stone
ground. It seeps into his nose, making him cough

His mother was with a blade many times across the body,
her brown hair a reminder of the only part of her identity. She
tried to reach for it, but the flames lick it too fast, rushing
towards her head, hungry. 

Anger burns in Lucifer’s eyes. Through all this, her being
begs for mercy.

Her son is frozen in place by fear.



You’re going to be okay, my son. I love you.
Everything is coming down, to fall on top of him; making

it feel that soon, his heart was going to burst. Anger
incinerates the rasional part within him, a hot destructive force
which he had to repress. Acting against Lucifer would have
meant a nice - or rather not so nice - death sentence.

As the knowledge that all her efforts to bring her husband
down had been in vain, she felt useless. The feeling settled,
and the years of feeling worthless, unaccepted, and unloved all
accumulated into this single moment. Everything about her
drips with helplessness; tears cascade onto the bathtub, begs
and screams echoed throughout the room, assaulting his ears.

Lucifer casts a second blazing ring of fire around the three
of them. He stood with his back to the flames, his eyes lit by
the orange and red embers, and his face cast in shadow. He
grabs the knife. With a flick of his hand, he points it toward
her.

He stabs her in the chest.

Blood pours.

Her skin devoured by the hungry flames, blackened by the
darkened embers that flies off of the blade.

He slowly cuts down her abdomen and nicks her carotid,
blood squirting into the flames, turning them a liquid red.

Lucifer stares at his son now, gesturing in the direction of
the bath.

Disobedience rushes through his body, running around in
his head. He toyed with the thought, for a second. He knew
that it was easier to. It would cause less arguments, give a
smaller chance of being hit. being killed. Being put on the pike
and held in front of thousands of men….

Too soon, he thinks. Repress it. Not now.
Every bone in his body screamed as fear bolts through;

adrenaline surged through his veins. His heart rate climbs,
steady, then quickly, gaining speed. Like a climber, or a speed
demon. His hands started to shake, his mouth became dry. He



tried to breathe and calm down. Getting water was of the
utmost importance. But there wasn’t any. He glanced over at
the door. It was padlocked. He swallowed. It felt like
sandpaper, swallowing gravel. Thirst still drains him as he
stands there, contemplating Lucifer’s orders.

Staying will stop you from getting into trouble. It’s easier
to do what he wants than disobey.

He steps towards it, looking his mother in the eye. Tears
sprung as her lungs forced another blood-curdling scream. She
tried to inch towards him, gritting her teeth with every
movement. Abandoning all sense of reason, he rushes over,
gripping her red, blistered hands. Lucifer smashed his hand
into his son, ripping him from his mother’s grip. Lucifer flings
him to the edge of the flaming ring, millimetres from the
blaze. Getting up, he grits my teeth. Judging from the low
light, he thinks knee is grazed. Pain starts to climb through his
leg. Although he feels like crying, he needs to repress it, keep
it down. He knows, if he cries, that it would cause more
arguments, and that isn’t what he wants. Turning his attention
to his mom, he watches her struggle with Lucifer, unable to
move, thinking a competent thought. He blubbers internally,
the pain in his knee thundering through him. But he can still
focus enough to listen. There is a lot of blood in the air, the
smell of copper and smoke run around and mix together in the
back of his throat.

She attempts to get out of the tub, but Lucifer pins her
down before she can get very far. Careful not to burn in the
flames, he rushes towards her once more.

his mom mutters something and Lucifer backs away.
Flames filled with hope burn within her eyes.

“You don’t know what you’re getting yourself into.”

“I know full well what I’m doing. Now, talk to your
useless son. He can’t even save you,” Lucifer grins, every
fibre of his being wanting to rip her apart.

Her hair has been singed by the flames, almost leaving
nothing left. She was a hollow husk of her former self.



Holding his hands out, Nate places it in hers. Holding it
tightly, he closes his eyes.

“You’re going to be okay, Nate,” her bloody hand streaks
softly across his face. “He can’t hurt you here.”

A green flame burns in her hand. A welcoming heat
embraces him, like a tight, less destructive, welcoming hug.
The flame is calm, comforting and welcoming, the flames are
less angry, less emotionally charged with venomous hate.

“But… he’s hurt you…” he cries.

“Yes… but this isn’t the end for you. He’s going to leave
you alive. He’s promised me that much.”

Glancing towards Lucifer, his hunger is getting more
aggressive, his eyes blazing hotter with flames of decimation.

“I know you’re scared…” she says, licking her burned lips,
“just do whatever you must to cope when I pass. I love you.”

“Pass? To where?”

“The afterlife. I’ll be safe there. Don’t worry, I’m going to
be safe,” she reassures him, repeating it and holding his hand
tightly, stroking it, trying to drive away his quivering,
wobbling lips.

“But… I need you… I need you to guide me… I need you
to be there for me… you’re my only hope!”

“I know, baby. But the time will come where I can’t be
there for you. You must go on, you’re my little soldier.”

He nods.

Hands on his back. A scream. Pain lances through his side.
He’s watching from far away, the light is just enough to see by,
just enough to watch.

Lucifer smiles, his crooked teeth shining in the burning
flames below him. Lucifer’s brown, destructive eyes flickered
between them, smoke shrouding any sense of morality he had
left. The knife rams into her throat. A flash of finality blazes in
Lucifer’s eyes.

He backs away, turning towards him.



The wall behind was hot to the touch.

“You’re mine now, Son,” he tells Nate, menacingly. “Time
to find you a princess.”

He summons a small knife.

“Son, drop the knife,” Lucifer says, his words dripping
with sarcasm. “Drop the knife or there’ll be consequences,”
his voice was harsher this time, more commanding.

“No! You… did that,” Nate pointed the knife to his dead
mother.

“Well looks like another demon shall fall. But that can
wait,” another knife blazes in his grip. “I’m not done with you
yet.”

his voice shakes as fear runs through, knotting his vocal
cords. Anger rushes through his veins. Blood boils.

He stabs Lucifer repeatedly in the arm. His defenses are
falling away. Reluctance bleeds into his conscience as Nate
fires more strikes. Slowly it feels like he will be overwhelmed
by anger, destruction, a lust - desire - for death. He might be
the youngest King…

Pain fills his vision and mind. For both his mothers’ and
his own sake, he knows what needs to be done. The question is
- if the desire to complete the task is large enough.

Lucifer winces, but doesn’t move. Gritting out a sigh, he
holds his hands up to mimic the people whom he hangs in the
dungeons - merely a taunting gesture; a facade.

Anger rises, confidence blossoms, burning through the
heat. For one second, then the plant was overwhelmed, and
died. He showed Nate the horrible conditions he put them
under, once. That one time was enough to discipline him for
that one time. It all started…

Lucifer grins, putting his hands down again, looking on
with confidence as Nate raises a weapon.

“Before you do any more damage, let’s find you a
princess.”



Roughly he pushes Nate away from him, taking the knife.
He throws it onto the ground, shattering it into a thousand
small embers, then it becomes ash - a mound on the ground.
Forcefully, Lucifer pulls his son towards the locked door and
away from his wife’s dead, bleeding body.

Nate tugs back, resisting his father’s grip. they are stopped
in place. their eyes lock, studying each other, like beasts. The
world suddenly stops, like its lungs have collapsed. His father
snarls.

Nate ignores the aggressive snarl. Blood drips off Lucifer’s
body, lips curled in a demonic smile. Flames swirl in his stare.
Nate stares into the distance; the welcoming embrace of the
unjudging wall as Lucifer screams and shouts orders; his voice
fading into background noise. Why did you kill her, Father?
Are the only six words echoing in his brain, like a cave; waves
of noise end up in a crescendo; heavenly destructive voices
burn around his brain until the onslaught from his father ends.
Until he drops the final word, shoots the final bullet.

His brain puts on a show - a theatre of nightmares. It
shows him images of his not so distant youth. Images flash;
the images flaring to life. They were happy, filled with
something that was missing from his life, a broken puzzle
piece; a destroyed photograph. That happiness was short-lived.

Lucifer and Nate’s brother had fought. The sound of blades
crashing had rung throughout the air. Both parties had created
flames, staining the floor with ash. He had watched them both
fight. Blades had crashed as the heat and ferocity of both of
them burned destructively. Red splatters had come from both,
their skin burned with hot flames of hate. Blood sprayed
across the room, the metal weaponry burning and crashing,
ground together repeatedly until one was down on the ground.

“Spare me please, I beg of you!” his brother had
repeatedly screamed.

Lucifer had threatened to slaughter him. They had fought
until the moon rose high in the sky, casting pale moonlight
across the room; casting shadows along it. The fight had



ended with blood and his brother crying out for mercy. Lucifer
had given it to him, for once.

His mother eventually tucked him in. When he awoke the
next morning, Lucifer stood, his back to the wall, a blade
lodged violently in his brother’s chest. Blood soaked the
mattress. Hollow eyes, devoid of life, stared at the ceiling, a
hole where his stomach should close. He was dead.

The pale, darkened moonlight shone on his brother’s dead
body. Lucifer had only smiled towards his corpse. He got up
and tried to shout at him, but his vocal cords were dry. He
punched with all the might that one could muster. Lucifer
turned , throwing him onto the bed and then pinning him
down, holding a blade to my throat.

“Don’t touch me ever again, boy! Understand me?”
He gulped and tried to fall asleep, but couldn’t. My

brother’s murder had kept replaying on repeat, his screams
echoing through his brain. I couldn’t fall asleep for a few
months afterwards.

That was Lucifer’s first kill.



PART TWO

When The Empire Stood Tall
The murder of monarchy shall be met with the flames of a

thousand dragons.



T

One

Lexi
he sun burns the village ground, blazing with warmth,
and the sky splinters itself with screams: the hideous,

monstrous army has come. They have come to invade and
destroy the village that she calls home.

They have come to test her.

There is a hatred within her for this village. The way the
houses slant on the left of the pathway, the way the roofs
cough constantly; the annoying neighbors that don’t stop
pestering for new hedges…

Two guards stand around the buildings, their blades ready
for action. They are trying to save villagers, but are failing.
They aren’t moving, merely waiting for them to die. Their
actions won’t save anyone, they never have.

The upside to the invasion is clear to see, at least where
she’s standing. It’ll give her an excuse to take her weapons
back from the royal camps.

She is very used to death, the screaming, cold feeling in
her chest; the emotional floodgates opening wide and
overriding any sense of caution - not that it was her strong
point to begin with.

The guards advance towards the camp, their hourly routine
is the only chance she has to strike. The guards bring two
things: sharp, destructive, blades and bloodlust.

The Demons are invading the village now, armed with no
emotional intelligence; like they are pre-programed to do one
thing: destroy. Hundreds are released from various red portals
that form a ring around the village. Each one hums, like an
electric fence as it pours hundreds of demons in. Their sole
points: to overwhelm and destroy.



They’ll close soon enough, she thinks to herself. The
villagers might be praying for these invasions to stop. Either
they haven’t worked, or faith doesnt exist, but that won’t stop
Lexi from praying. It can’t hurt after all. The village, in her
experience, has a few religious affiliations. Demons are fairly
common in mortal villages, as they have been commanded to
seek blood and flesh, in a bid to find a suitable partner.

No villager has any affinity or positive emotions towards
them though. Comparing them to the common cold is best - an
annoyance at least and sometimes lethal. A Queen of the Heart
was obliterated again, setting into motion the hunt for a new
female heir to the throne. 

The monarchy is a bunch of murderers, This is Hell; so not
having a murderer on the throne is quite hard. The kingdom
will be very lucky to not have a killer for a couple hundred
years.

Lucifer just wants to find his son an heir - a noble want.
It’s obvious, this has happened too many times. And each
time, she’s lucky to survive.

The demons form a destructive ring round her village;
getting tighter and tighter, smaller and smaller. There is less
room to breathe, to think, to move, to do what must be done.

The Demons are ugly, wretched things; borne from the
bowels of Hell itself, created by an unknown man.

Where they came from isn’t relevant right now, what is
relevant is getting out alive.

Their weapons are made from destructive murderous
flames. The blades burn everything they swing it towards.
They smile, dragging their weapons along with them, like
chains; burdens they carry with them, inseparable even in
death. They are bloodthirsty, mutant creatures that look
human.

They had once been people, before dying and then being
reborn. Ther rebirth here is a result of their horrible deeds in a
past life. Therefore, as all good systems, they are punished
accordingly: thrown into Hell, stripped of their free will. Their



whole existence, from then on, is simply one job: to feast on
blood and flesh.

Lexi starts to become surrounded by Demons that want to
rip her apart. Breathing in slowly, carefully, she stands there,
studying her opponents, trying to not make the wrong move.

Long fangs reach the bottom of their throats, their eyes like
goats; small and aggressive. They hold a variety of weapons,
mainly swords and spears, held closely to their chests.
Crimson red skin gives them the colour of destruction and
danger. Blood flakes off their chest as they stare with lifeless
bloodthirsty eyes. A whole army stands, ready to ravage flesh
and drink blood.

Lexi is the only female left in the village, all the others
have been deemed unworthy, and therefore obliterated by the
Demon horde. Simple, clean, calculated, unlike what Lucifer
has been when she saw him first.

She squats behind a tent. The camp is desolate, only a few
guards left. They are muscular. They should have been able to
take the Demons.

They were hired to protect us, is the collection of words,
spiked with anger, that run around her head.

The fire glows in the cold night. She holds her trusty gun,
the only thing she has left from someone close to her. The
challenge here is nothing she hasn’t become used to; having to
use the bullets sparingly. The only issue here? One of her
special knives has been stolen. She needs to get it back, life or
death. She can’t die without those knives having been
involved in a fight.

Her gun clings to her hands, The sweat makes getting a
steady grip a challenge, though. She’s gone through worse.
She reasures herself it will be okay.

Pressing the trigger, the bullet embeds itself into a nearby
Demon’s head.  Move too close and she would have been
killed.

The shot causes fresh gunpowder to spray through the air,
it mixes with the fresh stench of copper — made worse by the



breeze which wafts the horrid mix towards her. The want to
throw up is strong, though, she resists it. This time.

A nearby guard glances towards her. She scrambles behind
the closest solid object; in the hope they won’t find her.
Considering they are too unaware to avoid being ripped to
shreds — she reckons it will be okay.

Heart racing. Smashing against her ribcage.

Sweat pours down every part of her, dampening her
clothes. Death brushes up against her, walking away. She
knows that if there is any chance that a deity exists, its best
interest is to keep her alive.

The tents aren’t much better, some of them are open,
spraying the odour of unwashed clothing and undercooked
food into the air. She wants to gag, again, The horrible smell
of this place makes her wonder the types of conditions these
“protectors” get given for their service — rather lack of – for
their efforts.

A guard walks toward her location. He walks past.

That was lucky. The other guard drops their weaponry.

A Demon’s black claws grab, tear and rend his flesh.

The screams shatter the so-called protective veil that the
village has been put under. The illusion of safety has been
shattered.

No one is safe when these guards fail time and time again
to protect the village. Most people here are either unable to
protect themselves or were taken in by false promises of
competent protection. Very few are trained in combat, which
makes them vulnerable.

The guards neglect the people for the most part.

She believes the false pretences are a lie. She doesn’t
believe it, she knows it, and has watched it happen.

The village’s population has been slaughtered many times
over. It happens every few years.



The Queen needs to learn to protect herself. The people
don’t like death.

Another one walks past.

Lexi breathes. She grips her gun, ready to raise it and
destroy the guards.

They are of no use to her anyway. too weak. too useless.
Too talkative - although she is considering taking that back -
not talkative enough. Communication barriers are too high for
success - and that’s something she can use against them.

The guards must be aware, aren’t they?
Surely they are merely stripped for resources. The

likelihood, Lexi thinks, is they’ve lost all pride for their job.

In front of her, the city guard is getting ripped to shreds.

In her head, she laughs, trying not to let it spill over.
Making a sound could kill her. So she stays low. Still low.
Quiet.

It’s what they get. Finally Karma has caught up with them.
As the guard struggles for his life, she races to grab the

weapon that glimmers in the fire’s light. The blade shines
brightly. Quickly, she grabs it, places it into her pocket, and
bolts away.

A scream erupts from the camp.

Paying it any mind would damage her further, and that’s
best kept to a minimum.

Something tells her that the next encounter with these
things will end very differently.

SHE WALKS BACK TO HER village, hand resting on the
long knives on her thigh. The knives, when put together, form
the phrase Pas de merci pour faible personne. It means
showing mercy to anyone is weak, something that she tries her
hardest to live by. Something that in this situation, she will



need to - it’s called preservation. That’s something she doubts
Lucifer understands.

Once the village was overrun with Demons, but they’ve
taken all her friends, obliterated their bodies and snuffed out
their souls. Their bodies are slumped against the walls, gashes
and a combination of old and new wounds, ripped clothes and
dented knives litter the streets. Their eyes are hollow, lifeless.

At least they’ll hopefully get a rebirth, even more
hopefully, a favourable one.

I’m sorry I couldn’t save you.
The sky is grey with ash, the ground is covered in the

blood of the long-gone. There are a very lucky few who still
survive, who are still able to klil, and they are fighting the
Demons, killing them, but she can’t watch. watching means
less time running. and less time running means more chances
for her to die..

White glass is now red as the overwhelming reek of rotting
and decaying flesh fills the village streets, made worse by the
overbearing sun on their backs. It blazes, only making the
Demons stronger, she reckons that if she…

Not right now. Don’t think about using it. It’s too
dangerous, could get you killed.

Periodically, she holds her breath in and blocks her nose,
so the stench doesn’t reach her. In this instance, she wishes she
was nose-blind.

Demons chase through the streets of the village — because
chasing people seems to be what monsters do for fun.
Distruction still blazes around them, their teeth ready to
slaughter, to bite, to murder, to eat their food. A demon, whilst
destructive, shouldn’t be denied a basic human right, like food.

Blood floods the streets. She has only one option. She
can’t afford to stop. A Demon stands in the entrance to the
street, watching, ready to rip her apart.

Grabbing the gun, she loads it quickly. Diving behind a
building, a Demon screams, clawing. She pulls back the
hammer, switching the safety off. Three bullets rupture the



sky. Three more. She watches them as the little life left fades
from their eyes. Bullets pierce their skulls. They lay dead on
the ground. Her job isn’t over - there will be more. She knows
it, and will murder them when the time comes. Right now, she
should be running.

They were about to take my life. I had to do it.
Her lungs burn as she waits for something to happen, for

the invasion to end, for a loud voice to announce a trial – for
there even to be a trial.

More Demons and footsteps. More screams, more blood,
more suffering. She wishes that she was able to save them, but
time is precious.

A scream echoes through the streets. A groan follows.
Putting her gun away, she searches her pockets quickly and
grips her knife. She looks around, her heart pounding in her
chest.

Boom. Boom. Boom.
Demons try to grab her, bite, and then take her power.

These Demons, hopefully, aren’t representative of the whole
race - if so, the trial will be easy. She is determined to enter the
second most powerful place in Hell. As an assassin; breaking
and entering people’s places of residence is certainly a
speciality.

The real trial hasn’t begun yet, Lexi. You are merely facing
the waves of minions. The trial with Lucifer will be a lot
harder.

They keep on walking, stalking towards her, their emotions
hard to make out. The Demons breathe heavily. She can feel
the heat in the air as the Demon stalks closer, dragging their
sword on the ground, creating permanent, scarring lines. Her
only worry is the sheer amount of them in front, forming a
wall, the better metaphor is a sea of bodies, of burning bodies.
They are alive, and ready to destroy. Ready to obliterate - but
she is the master of obliteration, of destruction. And she will
kill them quicker, faster, and destroy them better.



She turns the corner. Hope blossoms in her chest, for a
second.

Then, it dies down.

There are no survivors. no stranglers, begging for help, but
merely a sea of Demons. Although, she can take care of them.
Gripping her knives, she lifts her head up. A dead end greets
her, smashing her glass of hope into a thousand fractals.
Backed against a wall, her hands tremble. Fear starts to set in.

Her gun, she hopes against hope, that it will be enough.

Demons start to crowd around the exit to the street. Their
fangs gnawing, eating, the air. It burns destructively. Their
fangs drip spit, their hands are baked from the heat. There is
only one hope.

She is the only hope.

Reluctance spreads throughout her system, but there is no
other choice. Her skin transforms into a grey mess. A scythe
burns in her grip.

She throws it. It explodes, pinning more demons to the
wall, the flames eating away at them, their bodies burning as
blood pools on the streets, lit by the glow of the hungry
flames.

The sky is darkening, blackening smoke billows out of the
chimneys as two figures emerge from a fiery portal.

Her scythe drops to the floor.

She lets it burn and places her weapons back on her
person, making a well needed breath. She smiles. The hope
hits her, that maybe, she might get out of this village alive.

Her trial has come. And it may destroy her. But being
destroyed by a leader seems more appealing than dying to the
Demonic Horde. It’s more challenging.

And she hopes that she can rise to the challenge of the
fight.



A

Two

Nate
ll things considered, being the son of Lucifer is tough.

The considerably more lavish lifestyle is the only
positive thing about becoming a royal. The hard part is
upholding the values of power, responsibility and putting the
people before the horses. Although, putting people first in a
world full of destructive and hellbent murderers should be
considered impossible. Though Lucifer has somehow done it.

His father’s so-called standards for his kingdom are
always simple and straightforward, edging on violence-

Not edging, but murderous and unneeded violence.
Of power and blood. Which fits, all things considered, as

he is a red Demon cloaked in human flesh. He has one task, to
find Nate a future heir. Considering the competition has been
wiped out completely, the amount of options Lucifer has left
are wearing thin. Thin as paper, as a sheet of ice.

Within the Book Of Hell, which monarchs must uphold,
states that after the death of a royal, there must be a test to find
a replacement for the next in line.

A battle to the death ensues between the current reigning
monarch and the combattant. The monarch must test the
strength and the Prince must test the compatibility, ensuring
that the Kingdom can be kept safe, and the people to a life
they are accustomed to. It apparently stops rebellions, or at
least that is the hope.

He knows that Lucifer has two options open to him, either
win, or die trying. He also knows that the compulsory rules
within the book makes him sick.



A king would be better than a Queen, but he can manage,
for now.

The village burns as smoke billows out of the roofs,
coiling into the sky and turning it black. Embers burn and
flicker out of the roofs, spitting the ground and onto the old
looking, dirt-stained and sun-beaten pathway below. The place
seems abandoned, as all test sites are at the end of a Trial.
Littered bodies are sprayed across the village, slumped against
the bricks and slathering them in blood. Weapons and
Demon’s bodies are scattered across the streets, especially near
the trial site.

Looking towards Lucifer, Nate’s breath hitches in his
chest. The aggression that fuels his eyes, the desire for
destruction that permeates every element of Lucifer strikes
fear into him.

“Come on, Son. We need to get going,” he states,
aggressively. Deep rumbles permeate his voice.

Nate obeys, this time. Unlike seven years ago when…

Blackened, smashed glass gleams in the amber light
created by the flames. The bricks and concrete stare
emotionless at the blackened sky, coughing as it rushes to meet
the ground. Blades are buried in Demon’s hearts, blood cakes
the ground, bones ripped out of the flesh that once enclosed
them. All that is left is decaying flesh, burning in the sunlight,
creating a horrible stench, making his stomach consider doing
a flip. If this place ever had a sign of life in it, many burnt
ideals and futures which have been turned to ash lay here.

In the middle of the broken village, a girl stands. Her
burning weapon smiles through the dim haze of smoke.
Flames burn as sparks fly, radiating from the weapon.

The girl’s hair is entangled and dyed black from the ash
that surrounds her, figure blazing with fearful anger and a
large amount of confidence. Ash permeates the air.

She must know what is coming.

The scythe appears darker as the sun starts to wake up.
Slowly. It yawns, sending wind through the streets.



Her eyes are hidden by the breaking village behind her, but
they shine dimly, like a wolves’.

“I’ve heard tales of the great Lucifer and his son. Time to
show me what the apparently great Lucifer is made of,” she
puts her hand on her hip in confidence, stepping forward to let
the sun shine on her, clouded by the smoke of the village.

Her voice echoes through the dimly lit street. She stares at
Lucifer as rubble and the flaming glass falls around her. Many
blades strapped to her thighs.

“They tell stories of your greatness in the villages.
Problem is that everyone here was murdered by your kind.”

“You really think you are capable of defeating the king of
the underworld?” Lucifer laughs.

He always does this. He is always overconfident. It is a
medal he wears, like he is proud to be this way. He wears his
clothes and emotional bluntness like a badge of honour, failing
to realise the damage, the broken houses that lay at his feet.

“I am perfectly certain that I can win. I’ve survived the
many waves of Demon soldiers that you sent into this place.
You can’t be that tough,” Lexi smiles, spinning her scythe in
her hands, “besides, I am the best candidate here. All the
others died to your pathetic demonic horde. I’m sure once we
get going, your son will agree with me.”

Lexi examines Lucifer. Nate can see the intensity she’s
staring at his father with, the way she seems relaxed, letting
the scythe hang by her side. It almost looks like she doesn’t
care. But he can see, through the smoke, her blazing ambition,
feeling the cold, calculated gaze, looking for her searching
eyes as they flick between every part of Lucifer’s body,
searching for the weakness in his armour. 

Win, and she can fight another day.

“You are a mere girl. I’ve killed bigger threats than you, so
this should be easy.”

Lucifer grins, a devilish smile on his lips. The same
confidence comes from his energy. Destruction. But this time,
instead of calculation, he runs off emotional energy. Ruthless.



Impulsive. Destructive. Confidence. Some, but not all, might
say it is inherently foolish.

“Overconfident. Perfect, allow me to take that grin and
turn it upside down. It’s my little present for you,” she slings
the quip, readying her blades.

Lucifer rushes at the combatant. She jumps over,
brandishing flames, flying fiercely out of her hands. Her eyes
flash with determination, weapons reflecting a feeling of
confidence as she lands skilfully on her feet. Letting the sun
blaze on her back, she stands, watching, for a second.

Lucifer avoids them. His confidence seems justified. For
now.

“You will die,” Lucifer announces.

Anger burns within his eyes, along with the determination
to rip her apart. He is trying to find weaknesses in her armour
and exploit them, with the hope he can find a particularly
weak spot he can rip open.

Foolish bravery. Foolish confidence.

Nate watches him, watches her, watches the flames that fly
out of their hands, the blades strike together, grind, falter. It
goes again in rounds. Dizzying spirals. All along the way he is
observing, too. Making plans, drawing sketches in his head;
rough around the edges, but still, somewhat, a sketch, mind
map - a plan to conconour. To try to unlock whatever comes
through, by not busting the door down, but by breaking the
lock.

“Please, keep on thinking that,” sarcasm dripped off her
words.

She grins, landing on her feet. A gash is present on her
cheek. Bloody. Burning. But still, after the brushes, bumps and
bruises, she doesn’t falter. Stays as steady and determined as
steel.

He transforms, large Demonic wings only coming out at
the most serious of situations. His skin turns red. Huge, black
wings cast shadows into the streets, seemingly blocking out
the sun.



Distant yelps of fear travel through the air.

One of Lucifer’s explosive knives makes contact, sending
her flying backwards.

She summons a scythe and hurls it towards Lucifer,
clutches the gun, firing a round of bullets. He summons a
sword to take the attack, throwing the broken blade towards
her. She reloads, taking a shot at the knife.

It explodes.

Rubble is blown in all directions, knocking both off their
feet. They both rise, groaning.

Flames roar in their souls, ready to tear each other apart.
Primal, blazing anger burns within them.

She calls forth a scythe and halts the attack. He slices,
again and again, each time failing to hurt her.

He tosses another at the combattant. She catches the hilt
and smashes it. Quick. Ruthless. Darting close to Lucifer, her
scythe finds its way into his leg. grinning. She digs it out,
ready to smash it inside again.

Instead, she drops it.

Gripping one of her knives, she rams it into Lucifer’s
chest.

By all accounts, she won the trial. Lucifer presumed his
victory too early. Typical for a ruler, typical for someone who
has so much power in his possession. Overconfidence has
infused in their blood, mixing with ignorance within him.

Sweat drips from both their brows.

The great Lucifer is defeated.

Now the hardest part is over, the diplomatic part arises.
Nate must convince her it is the right move to join him.

Lucifer’s words rattle through his brain. Like a train, hot,
quick and noisy.

You would never be able to defeat me, Son. You are too
weak, so don’t ever try.



“You have defeated me in battle,” Lucifer says, coughing.
“Now you shall be the heir to the throne. Meet my son, he will
hopefully be to your liking,” he tells her, through shaky
breaths, pointing towards the portal.

“Son, come forth and meet your new partner. I shall go
back to Hell, meet me there. Bring the girl when you return,”
he instructs, authority bleeding through his words.

Flames blaze around his body, creating a portal. He walks
through, leaving them alone in silence. Staring. watching like
hawks - or maybe less aggressive, more cunning - or attempted
cunning. Many things are attempted, but one has to make the
first move, place the first chess piece. standing in silence
would get them nowhere. Long brown hair meets her clothing,
acting as a shield around it. her eyes stare back at Nate,
watching, observing, waiting to move. To strike -
metaphorically - with words.

Along her waist, straps hold a gun and a variety of
throwing knives. Along her outer thigh, the same straps are
present, holding knives, each carved with a word on them.

“How do you like to do wrong to your victims?” He asks.
The most important question, when attempting to gauge a
ruler’s ability.

Generally people go with something civil like ‘how are
you’ or a pickup line from an old book they read in the 20th
century.

“Why do you care? Why is that the first question you ask?
No hello; no greeting. Is Lucifer really that hungry to not even
provide a human experience? Demons really are scum.”

“To have a strong kingdom, you need to be able to know
when to kill and when to use mercy.”

“And considering what your race did to my kingdom?”
She bites back, “just look around you. Is this the sign of a
strong kingdom? Are all the demons compensating for
something? Lack of intelligence or power, maybe.”

“Are you able to use mercy? It’s important to the health of
the kingdom.”



“I prefer to just kill instead of using mercy. Considering
your race ruthlessly obliterated my whole village, you don’t
use mercy either,” she scowls. “Thanks for the destruction of
my village by the way. It was an amazing feeling to know all
the people who I care about are now dead,” her words drip
with sarcasm throughout every syllable. “Tell Lucifer to go eat
a shoe. You can tell his lack of humanity from here. No
wonder Demons are scum.”

“I’ll be sure to tell him.”

“Why would you be concerned if I use mercy? Judging by
the reputation of King Lucifer across the Empire, you’ll just
hurt me anyway. You’ve been raised by a monster. ”

“To prevent wars. Using mercy means less people die. I
need to know you’re capable of it.”

“Any war I go into will be won,” she boasts, laying her
hands on her knives, “Besides, I don’t rule by anyone’s side,
the monarchy I have in mind goes their own ways.”

Lucifer is watching you, don’t say whatever you’re
thinking.

“You’ll still have to be able to not kill people. Talking is
sometimes the best way.”

According to Lucifer, however… he fails to see the value in
mercy. One look at his performance in the War will tell you
that.

“Why? Spilling blood is the only effective way.”

Lucifer would very much agree with her philosophy. She
seems like someone who would align nicely with Lucifer’s
ideals. Kill, ask questions later.

“You’d be very surprised by the number of conflicts that
are resolved without murder. You don’t always have to kill.”

“Using mercy and talking it out has never seemed to solve
much in all the conflicts I’ve been in,”she sighs, shuffling her
feet on the ground, glancing back at the broken and destroyed
village behind her. The flames are licking the last of the
remains.



“I despise Lucifer’s way of ruling!” He tells her, a burst of
anger blazing within him.

“You’ve made that pretty clear,” she sighs and chuckles.
“Why?”

“He always treated me like dirt under his shoe. He… look,
I’d rather not talk about it…” His voice wavers, tears sting as
he swallows, trying to hold back. Taking a breath, his hands
start to shake. He tries to regain his composure.

She’ll find out eventually. You’re going to freak out. I can
already tell.

“Just say it. I haven’t got all day.”

“He ripped… them apart…”

“And I thought I was cold-hearted.”

He nods.

“But that doesn’t answer my question. Why do you hate
it?”

“It’s all focused on power. It’s built around how much he
can rip out of the citizens of Hell. He puts way too many
people in jail, even though they are loyal to his every whim.”

Lexi looks up. Her lips are dry, cracked from the heat of
the sun. She licks them. Opens her mouth and closes it again.
“Sounds tough.. mass incarceration? Either he’s insane or just
stupid.” She murmurs. “I could help you, your situation does
seem like something I can help with.” Lexi smiles, looking at
him with a tone of consideration in her voice, reaching into her
pocket, taking a knife out, lowering her gun and putting it
away. “I need to murder some royal Demons. It’ll help settle
the grudge for doing what they did. So I think I’ll help you.”
She grins. “I assume you want him dead? You wouldn’t come
to this village if you didn’t.”

“Thank you.”

“Don’t thank me. I need to get a little revenge for myself
regardless.”



“No, it has to be me when the time comes, but I’ll still
need your help.”

“I’d better do it. Just by looking at me, I’m sure you can
see why,” she stands so that he can see the blades in more
detail.

Each has a word scribbled on it, the sun casting a
reflection on the ground of metal. He’s sure they are hot. Ash
lines the teeth of the blade.

“For this to work, you do need to want to be Queen. You
need to accept everything that comes with being in the
position of power.” “I think I can do that, or at least learn to
live with it. ”

She grins and reveals a dagger, coated with black fire.

“How did you get a hold of that?” He glances between the
knife and her face as it burns with the darkness of black
flames. “Quite easy, just found it in the camps of the guard of
the village.”

“Guard of the village?”

“They are a unit of about fifty soldiers, all who are
supposedly trained to kill demons. Though I doubt they were
trained well, considering they failed. They are all dead, which
allowed me to snatch this from their camp.” Lexi grabs the
knife, twisting it in her grip. “Which is why I’m tempted to
kill you. You best go careful, don’t want the new ruler dead,
now do we?” Lexi put the knife away.

Her eyes become softer, and the aura of bloodlust seems to
abate. This doesn’t fill him with the most confidence.

He knows that she is his best chance, and its fate handing
him a once in a lifetime opportunity - to commit treason and
succeed.

He reckons that despite her blades, he can destroy her, if it
came down to it. It won’t, he hopes, but preparing for every
possibility is the best way to get back up from failure.  “Are
you sure you’re ready to kill him?”

“Well, why should I care?”



Lexi sighs.

“I would normally always be there for people who want
murders done, such as yourself. If I do say so, I’m pretty good
at it. You don’t seem too confident about it yourself.”

“I’m positive, killing him is all I want now,” I tell her.

He looks Lexi square in the eye, trying to find something,
looking for an element of her thoughts, a small fractal of glass,
something he can grab onto to understand her more. Asking
questions, the type that Lucifer wanted, hasn’t gotten very far.

Lowering his chin, sharp memories come flooding back.
Pushing them aside for a moment, he takes a breath. One.
Two. He tries to repress them, shelve them away, close the
book and put it back on the shelf.

“Alright then. Though, I’m wondering why you didn’t kill
him earlier?”

“Because I was too weak. I still am.”

“It’s simple, get stronger. You don’t need me. Your father
will be easy to destroy.”

She can’t be trusted. You need to run. Now. If need be, I
can kill her. You saw what she did to your father, how quickly
she destroyed him. You don’t stand a chance.

The name Lexi seemed to ring distant bells, but they are
too distant to investigate. They might get closer, as Nate walks
through the streets, finds the bell, and lets it ring out loud,
clear and pronounced. Slight flickers, words come to the
surface, the bell’s toll getting louder. Not human. Not a
Demon. Destructive. Powerful.

Lucifer would not appreciate the possibility of Hybrids
being in the Kingdom. Lexi, however, didn’t seem very happy
to volunteer the information. One thing is certain any masks
worn, will crack. In the Kingdom, that is a certainty.

Considering her words for a minute, her eyes fill with
some kind of fantasy.

“Make myself feared, and hunt those who rise against me
and my king. Everyone would know my name. People will



never cross me after they see what I do to my victims,” she
takes a breath, “for me to get to the stage where I’m helping
you, we need to get into the castle. Take us there, or do you
not want my help?” she snaps, insistence creeping into her
voice.

“Open the gates to the Heart of the Kingdom of sinners!”
he shouts, summoning two flames, projecting them around
them. The flames burn, creating a cocoon around to seal them
off from the world.

Then, they are transported to Hell.

LEXI LOOKS AMAZED AT the sight of a living and
breathing underworld.

If there is an imbalance of power, then the finely tuned
balance by the Founder and Creators would be wasted.
Limiting his power is something Nate had advised, but there
was never a president for power, a committee that regulates it.
It is up to the Kingdom.

Why would he? He’s power hungry, like you. He loves that,
like cake. Who doesn’t love cake?

Churches surround different parts of the village, running
services on Sundays. They’ll be ending their service now, as
their weekly sermons about Hades and how great he is as Our
Saviour.

Sounds of chattering flood his ears as he glances left.
Many hooded Demons sit down in the gardens, under the
shade of the huge trees, trying to shield themselves from the
burning sun high in the red sky. The sun can be lethal, which is
why the more vulnerable stay in the shade.

“Lucifer wishes to talk to you about living in this
kingdom.”

“Why?”

“You won the trial, where many others have failed.”



The Demons that invaded Lexi’s village were the bottom
of society - Lucifer’s pawns in the game of chess. They lurk,
locked in their cells. It gives Lucifer pride to use them, like
chess pieces, to fight, to kill, to hurt, to work in the fields and
invade villages.

As Nate and Lexi draw closer to the large castle gates, the
guards nod towards him, allowing entry. They relax their
weapons, looking towards Lexi as she passes. The previously
loud and overbearing sounds of chatter are gone, replaced with
footsteps and hurried greetings. The servants must continue to
obey Lucifer’s orders. There is no rest for the wicked.

Some demons - the more powerful ones, or those blessed
by the Church of Hades - can see the true nature of the castle,
a large empire with many small villages around it. The main
attraction is the heavily golden castle. The castle seems to
stretch on forever, never ending, the golden spires reaching
forever, the black bricks creating a wall against outsiders,
seemingly protecting the royals. The guards are stationed
around, as their weapons gleam bright enough to strike fear
into the hearts of intruders. Lucifer implemented these
measures after the destruction of the Empire at the hands of
the Angels.

The top of every spiralling tower has gold on the rim of
them, looming over the citizens of the kingdom as a threat.
The castle is the living embodiment of the phrase: don’t come
in here unless you are welcomed. With the amount of defense,
no sane person would venture past the gates, unless they were
foolish. Which, too many Demons, and mortals, are inherently.

Lucifer’s throne room is ahead, a sign scrawled in large
letters; announcing the greatness that awaited. Nate however,
diagrees, heavily. Especially after various events…

Lucifer is a Demon clothed in human flesh. I want the
people to realise this, sooner than later.

Faint footsteps of Lucifer’s servants greet them. The smell
of the cooking permeates the air. Two devils with sharp,
deadly looking swords in the form of statues stand, as guards,
frozen in stone, locked in combat. Further away are two big



metal doors, each arranged with dangerous looking spikes
purely for decoration. Some older rulers within medieval times
used them as pikes to place their enemies heads on. Instead,
Lucifer opts to place the heads of the most powerful fallen
warriors in the kingdom on his most prized possession, his
sword.

If you have a member of royalty that isn’t violent, there is
an issue, especially if they don’t have spikes on their door, it
adds to the evil effect.

Lexi knocks on the door.

Large footsteps get closer, and Lucifer stands in the
doorway; his face is lit up by the bright candles that populate
the room. His face is large with sharp cheekbones and glaring
eyes. His figure looks like a healthy male around his 20s. The
youthful appearance, Nate thinks, is to stop the world
uncovering his secrets, uncovering the mechanisms, the strings
he pulls to get his ends; the pieces he knocked over to reach
his status. He wears a black blazer with a blood–red shirt
underneath.

Normally he would be wearing his royal crest with the
crown that he fought with his brothers to obtain. With that, he
might be wearing his armour, which he used to command his
army within the clutches of victory within the War.

“Hello, Lucifer. We need to talk. It’s important.”

“All right,” he glances towards Nate. “Son, come in,” he
orders.

He gives a falsely welcoming smile, then shuts the door.

The devil’s lair was once a throne room of sorts where all
the royal meetings took place. Now, though, it isn’t anything
like that. The fate of the kingdom is ultimately decided by
whoever sits atop the throne. The room is lined with golden
trims on the upper and lowermost part of the walls. In between
those are lava-like walls covered with bricks and made into a
concrete building.

Many halls surrounding the Throne room hold herbs,
medicines, weapons and other goods. Two pillars made of pure



fire heighten and shrink at will, depending on the power of the
ruler and their anger.

The throne houses many secrets, poisons, weapons (most
valuable being the Cutter of Satan), scrolls (to summon Hades
being the most valuable).

In one of the wars in Hell, it was used to wipe out a lot of
Angels and make it easy for the Demons to storm the castle,
raid everything they could find, then burn the castle down.

“Son, stand in the corner of the room,” Lucifer points to
the corner.

“Thank you for coming.” Lucifer sits down on his throne,
crossing his legs, his fingers drumming rhythmically on the
throne arm, which blazes to life.

“You won the trial, thus giving you a place in this castle.
Do you wish to live here?” Lucifer asks, trying to act pleasant.
There is a ruthless desire for destruction in his eyes, his fingers
loom over me, his darkened figure blazing with mystery and
hazy intent.

“Yes, I wish to live here. I wouldn’t have come otherwise.”

“Once I’m done with you, you can just ask a servant for
the nearest guest room.”

Lexi looks vacant for a second.

“You seem to have something on your mind. There’s no
point having a conversation with you if you don’t listen.”
Lucifer said, snapping Lexi back to reality.

“I want to know if a certain person is alive, someone
important to me. I think he’s close by, but he might be dead.”

“It seems to be your lucky day, I’m feeling nice. Tell me
their name.”

“Durrius,” Lexi says.

“Tell me who he was,” Lucifer demands.

He needs to at least act interested in the situation at hand.
Lucifer will use this to get information about Durrius and
possibly use it for plotting an attack on the Angels again.



“Durrius was a friend of my father named Jake, the
Original Guard. I must get my revenge.”

Lucifer seems to be assessing his options for a few
seconds.

He rises from his throne and conjures a dark flame that
dances in his hand, the soulless screams, trapped wails of pain
and broken wills erupt out of it. He stares at her, his eyes
looking throughout her soul. He glances at the flame, then at
her periodically in contemplation. His nails grow black from
the ash produced by the flame. He walks around staring at it,
as if trying to look for something specific. Turning to Lexi, he
extinguishes the flame and stands there, his face emotionless.
He needs to try and maintain a sense of ruthlessness and
composure, even if that means throwing emotions under the
carriage to do so.

“The person you speak of is alive.”

“He is supposed to be dead… I thought he died in the last
Angelic Demonic War.”

“Somehow, he is alive.”

“He… should be dead. You’re lying to me!”

“Calm down at once! You need to learn to realise that
some of us live through the most catastrophic circumstances.”

“Is he here? Will he be at the party?” Demand is present
within her voice, a longing to know exactly how to find her
presumed target.

“If he’s in Hell, then yes. He should be there. Everyone is
invited.”

She bows her head.

“Anything else?”

“Yes. Can the party be tomorrow?”

“That will take a lot of rescheduling, but I should be able
to. Why do you want it a day early?” Lucifer smiles.

She didn’t answer.



Lucifer’s smile can’t be considered a good thing. He
understands what someone is up to, but at the current moment,
can’t be bothered to deal with the issue. He could also be
plotting something more. He has been known to burn those
who defy him to ash. Like all in Hell, he is acting.

“Thanks, Lucifer.”

She exits the room, walking right past without saying a
word.

“Son, come here,” Lucifer instructs.

“Something doesn’t seem right about that girl. Just be very
careful around her.” Lucifer warns. “I know you’re going to
try to kill me soon, Son. It’s about that time when I need to
start watching you. You can’t kill me. No one can, as I’m sure
you know by now. You both don’t stand a chance.” Lucifer
tells him, smiling wickedly. “Just know, I’m not going to make
it easy on either of you,” he summons a flame, the embers
falling to the floor. He forces his hand up, letting the embers
fall and settle.

Holding his breath, he waits for pain.

There is none.

“I like a challenge.”

You know full well that you don’t stand a chance against
him. Back down, now. You’re going to get yourself killed.

He leaves the room, turning his back.



W

Three

Lexi
alking into the room, she closes the door and sits on
the bed. Breathes once. Twice. In for four, out for

four. This room feels alien to her, like although it is hers, has
her name on the door, has her stuff, her items - it still feels
alien. Wrong. Something is off. She knows there is something
wrong, but thinking about it hurts too much. The pain of
thinking is too great.

Everything about this kingdom finds a way to unsettle her.

He’s alive. But how?
The question swims around her head, pushing through the

water and rises to the surface, shouting, screaming, echoing in
her head - like a cave; echoing off the walls.

The candlelight flickers, dancing as the wind blows a brisk
breeze through the window. The candle gives a moment of
silence.

Time to breathe.

The lack of noise feels weird. Silence gives time to think;
which is the least on the list of important things right now.

White windows give a view into the outside world. The
glass is unclean. Dust is starting to pile up on the tabletop and
the side of the dresser. The bed and closet all have golden
corners.

The stench of sweat radiating from the candle is starting to
get on her nerves.

Opening the closet, she summons a flame, holding it away
from the wood. Right now, causing a fire is the lowest on her
priority list.



Placing her special gun and knife in there. Even
acknowledging that spiders exist is enough to ensure she never
uses the closet again.

People survive through catastrophic circumstances.
Her mind races with the images of Durrius. Climbing into

bed, she pulls the covers tighter, shielding her from the cold
wind.

Images flash briefly. About what her father told her, where
he shared his experiences.

Now her mind rushes to Durrius.

He was fighting in the Angelic Demonic Wars. Fighting for
his life. He was wounded, but alive. Half of his face on fire, his
knife blazing with the anger of fallen comrades.

He is the reason revenge takes over her, the feeling, the
destruction, the hate, the anger. There is a duty there, a duty of
care, to avenge a fallen comrade. Grudges always last a
lifetime, but no matter the cost, they need to be resolved.
There is no closure without it.

Closure. That is the word she is looking for, the one on the
tip of her tongue, her only - or one of her only - desires.

Nothing, no amount of wounding or revenge-filled
slaughter, will ever bring him back. She knows this, but the
grief still buries a hole inside her, eating away, crashing down,
like a wave that may never meet the shore, that has
thunderstorms that seem to last a lifetime, Anger, grief,
emotional damage burying itself inside.

Although, it will be there forever, and the pain is numb in
every part of her. There is no choice but to carry on.

It’s what he would have wanted, to carry on fighting for
what she believes in, to carry on fighting for what she feels is
right.

Her mind latches away from her father and onto Durrius.
Thoughts race. His face. Eyes. Mouth. The hood that hides
him from the world is clear to see, as crisp as a photograph.



Any feelings of attraction to Durrius are buried six feet under.
Slitting his throat with her many knives will be so satisfying.

She hopes he’s there, she hopes he is ignorant, unaware,
unable to fight back. Though, there is a small part of her, a
fragment, that realises how risky the game is. It’s up to Hades
– as much as she hates to admit it. It’s a game of chance,
whether she makes it through. She knows that tipping the scale
in her favour is the best option. The end goal, the end want, is
worth everything. The most painful part is the waiting.
Waiting for the right moment, that right set of circumstances,
with the knowledge that it might never come.

HER MIND REGISTERS the darkness that surrounds her,
engulfs her.

Eyes dart around the room. Any light will do.

She tries to contain a scream.

Anxiety builds in her chest as it gets harder to breathe.
Damp cloth brushes against her cold fingers.

It’s getting harder to breathe…

Harder to keep a clear head…

The visions of torture and death are like an echo chamber..

She can’t hold it in much longer.

It’s very cold. Her mouth is dry.

Her heart thunders, and for a moment, she forgets her
surroundings. The emotions climb too high, too fast. She
breathes in, counting back from four, then exhaling. Waves of
calmness wash over her. It is a relief, for now. In the
background, in the dark crevices in her mind, lurks confusion,
ready to grip at any second.

She throws the covers off, trying to fight, to battle, in a
world where she is unarmed, without her weapons, without her
wit.



The thoughts are armed, brandishing their sharp, dark and
threatening claws. The voices are like internal knives, sharp
and painful. Burying her head into the pillow sounds like the
best option. This isn’t her first fight in the dark - nevertheless,
it still scares her.

She fears Nate will end up like her dad, unable to be saved,
like a fallen Angel. That he will fall too far. Too fast. And she
can’t catch him, although she shouldn’t have to. She shouldn’t
have to look after him, but the anxiety is there. It is there and it
is rampant. But, she can deal with it. She has too.

Her father flashes in her head. The memory sets itself
down and starts playing, like an unwanted movie. There is no
control, no way to turn it off, reduce the sound, the impact.

He’s bruised, battered and broken but still determined to
fight. After the trauma of the war and the permanent damage it
left him, his weapons were always half-heartedly made every
time they trained after that. His destructive nature had been
replaced with an authoritative one, fighting him was always
never a training session but a real war, where she had every
possibility of ending up buried six feet under.

Her heart races every time she thinks of the fights, the
training spars. Every single time, even when she had no clue
how to control her powers, it was fun. The exhilaration, the
fighting, the upper hand, then none. Then she climbs back up
and destroys her opponent, a constant fight, a battle of blades,
wits, and tactical prowess. Leading her on the road to
assasination - or as some would say
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